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Origin of complex exchange anisotropy in FeÕMnF2 bilayers
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An analytical model of exchange anisotropy in epitaxial ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic bilayers was de-
veloped. The model demonstrates that the high symmetry exchange anisotropy terms in ferromagnetic/
antiferromagnetic bilayers originate from a partial domain wall in the antiferromagnetic layer. Application of
the model to the experimental data analysis enables one to separately determine the fraction of uncompensated
interfacial spins in the antiferromagnetic layer and the interfacial exchange coupling energy between spins in
the ferromagnet and in the antiferromagnet. The model provides a quantitative description of complex ex-
change anisotropy recently observed in Fe/MnF2 bilayers.
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Exchange coupling between ferromagnetic~F! and anti-
ferromagnetic~AF! materials1 is an outstanding problem in
magnetism.2 Below the Néel temperature (TN) of the AF
materials this coupling results in dramatic changes of
magnetic properties of the ferromagnet which include a h
teresis loop shift, an enhanced coercivity, and an asymm
of the magnetization reversal for the increasing and decr
ing magnetic fields.3–5 Since the energy of the AF/F system
depends on the direction of theF magnetization,MF , the
AF/F exchange coupling results in a magnetic anisotro
called the exchange anisotropy~EA!. Although some phe-
nomena originating from the AF/F coupling are qualitatively
understood, a quantitative microscopic theory of the AFF
coupling is lacking.6

In this paper we develop an analytical model describ
the angular dependence of the EA energy of AF/F bilayers
with an epitaxial AF layer. The model explains the origin
the high symmetry EA terms recently observed in epitax
AF/F bilayers.7–9 These high symmetry terms play impo
tant roles in determining the magnetic properties of the AFF
bilayers. In particular, the threefold EA term results in
asymmetric magnetization reversal7 while the fourfold EA
term gives rise to an enhanced coercivity of the bilayers7–9

Application of the model to the experimental data analy
allows one to separately determine the fraction of uncomp
sated interfacial spins in the AF layer,d, and the exchange
coupling energyJin between an interfacial AF spin andMF .
This is demonstrated on an example of Fe/MnF2 bilayers
with an epitaxial MnF2 layer. The model provides a goo
quantitative description of a surprisingly complex angu
dependence of the EA recently found in this system.7,8

MnF2 is a uniaxial AF material with Mn21 ions (S5 5
2 )

forming a body centered tetragonal lattice. The AF easy a
is along the crystallographicc axis ~lattice constantsa
54.87 Å, c53.30 Å), TN567 K, and the magnetocrysta
line anisotropy KAF54.63106 erg/cm3.10 Growth of the
Fe/MnF2 bilayers bye-beam evaporation on MgO~100! sub-
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strates results in a twinned epitaxial AF layer and a polycr
talline Fe layer11 with the easy axes of both AF twins in th
plane of the sample at 90° to each other.4 The hysteresis loop
of an Fe(12 nm)/MnF2(65 nm) bilayer field cooled in 1 kOe
and measured atT510 K is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The angular
dependence of the EA energy in the Fe/MnF2 bilayers,
EEA(aF), was measured by a technique utilizing the anis
tropic magnetoresistance~AMR! ~Refs. 12 and 13!; details of
the measurements are given in Ref. 7. Figure 1~b! shows
EEA(aF) of Fe/MnF2 obtained by this technique atT
510 K. This complexEEA(aF) may be phenomenologically
described as a combination of unidirectional, uniaxial, thr
fold and fourfold components.7

In order to calculateEEA(aF) in Fe/MnF2 , we have per-
formed numerical simulations of the EA in this system. F
ure 2~a! shows the spin structure of MnF2 and the AF ex-
change integralsJ1 , JAF , andJ3 . Since bothMF and the AF
easy axes are in the plane of the sample, the AF spins
also in the sample plane.14 Thus, the direction of an AF spin
may be described by a single angle,a i

SL , where SL
5(A,B) denotes the AF sublattice andi 5(1..N) enumerates
the AF ~110! planes starting from the AF/F interface@Fig.

FIG. 1. ~a! Hysteresis loop of Fe/MnF2 bilayer atT510 K; the
line is a guide to the eye.~b! Angular dependence of the exchang
anisotropy energy per area of Fe/MnF2 bilayer atT510 K. Circles
are experimental data obtained by the AMR technique; the line
fit to the experimental data using Eq.~2! and a phenomenologica
uniaxial anisotropy termK2 cos(2aF).
©2003 The American Physical Society30-1
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2~b!#.15 In order to model the uncompensated interfacial
spins16 and unidirectional EA,17 the spin of one of the AF
sublattices in the interfacial (i 51) AF ~110! plane is as-
sumed to beS(11d) while the spin of the other sublattice
S(12d).18 The uncompensated spins may be induced by
AF/F interfacial roughness.19 Only the exchange integra
JAF520.152 meV is important in determiningEEA(aF) be-
cause the angle between the spins coupled viaJ1 remains
180°, andJ3 is small (J3520.004 meV).20 Therefore, the
EA energy per area may be written as

EEA5
1

A F8JAFS2(
i 51

N

cos~a i
A2a i

B!14JAFS2

3 (
i 51

N21

@cos~a i
A2a i 11

B !1cos~a i
B2a i 11

A !#

1kAF(
i 51

N

@sin2~a i
A!1sin2~a i

B!#12JinS~11d!cos~a1
A

2aF!22JinS~12d!cos~a1
B2aF!G , ~1!

where S is the AF spin,N is the number of the AF~110!
planes in the AF grain (N516 was used in the calculation
since the EA energy was found to be essentially indepen
of N for N.16), A5&•a•c is the surface area per tw
spins in an AF~110! plane, kAF5KAFa2c/2, and 2JinS(1
6d)cos(ai

SL2aF) is the coupling energy between an interf
cial AF spin and theF layer withJin54JAF .21 The first term
in Eq. ~1! is the coupling energy between AF spins in t
same~110! plane, the second term describes coupling
tween AF spins in neighboring~110! planes, the third term is
the AF magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy and the last
terms describe the AF/F interfacial coupling.22 The fraction
of uncompensated interfacial spins was determined from
AF grain size,L, using the random field modeld'1/2AnS,19

where nS5&•L2/a•c is the number of AF spins at th
AF/F interface of the AF grain. Scherrer analys

FIG. 2. ~a! Spin structure, lattice constants~a, c!, and exchange
integrals (J1 ,JAF ,J3) of MnF2 . The Mn21 ion in the center is
exchange coupled viaJAF to four Mn21 ions in the same~110!
plane and to two Mn21 ions in each of the two neighboring~110!
planes.~b! Definition of the AF spin directions~anglesa i

A anda i
B)

with respect to the AF easy axis in thei th AF ~110! plane of MnF2 .
The angleaF defines the direction of theF magnetization. This
illustration is consistent with an antiferromagnetic coupling b
tween theF and the two AF sublattices@11#.
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applied to the full width at half maximum of the in-plan
X-ray diffraction at grazing incidence givesL'10 nm,
which results ind'0.02.23,24

The energy given by Eq.~1! was minimized with respec
to a i

A and a i
B ( i 51,...,N) for each value ofaF , and the

global energy minimum of the system was found.15 These
calculations giveEEA(aF) for a single AF grain shown in
Fig. 3~a!. Assuming equal twin populations, the EA ener
for a twinned AF layer given byEEA

TW(aF)5@EEA(aF

1p/4)1EEA(aF2p/4)#/2 is shown in Fig. 3~b!. Compari-
son ofEEA

TW(aF) to the data in Fig. 1~b! shows that the mode
gives a qualitatively correct result for the angular depe
dence of the EA energy.

Equation ~1! includes all the relevant energies for th
AF/F exchange coupling, however, an analytical model c
be constructed by recasting Eq.~1! in another form which
consists of three terms: the AF spin-canting energy,16,25,26the
AF domain wall energy,14 and the direct AF/F exchange
coupling energy. For the analytical model, we define t
angles, a i

SC5(a i
A2a i

B)/2 and a i
DW5(a i

A1a i
B)/2, where

a i
SC gives the degree of spin canting between the two s

lattices whilea i
DW characterizes the uniform rotation of bo

AF sublattices in thei th AF plane @Fig. 2~b!#. The depth
profiles of a i

SC and a i
DW calculated from Eq.~1! for MF at

45° to the AF easy axis are shown in Fig. 3~c!. As can be
seen, the value ofa i

SC rapidly decays and it is reasonable
consider the spin canting to occur in only the first two inte
facial layers.26 In contrast, the decay ofa i

DW is much slower
~this is expected since the AF anisotropy energy is mu
smaller than the AF exchange energy!. The anglesa i

DW de-
scribe a domain wall in the AF layer with its rotation in th

- FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the EA energy for a single Mn2

grain ~a! and a twinned MnF2 layer ~b! coupled to an Fe layer
calculated numerically using Eq.~1! ~circles! and analytically using
Eq. ~3! ~line!. ~c! Depth profiles of the spin canting anglea i

SC

~circles! and domain wall anglea i
DW ~squares! in the MnF2 grain

for MF at 45° to the AF easy axis.~d! The AF partial domain wall
anglea i

DW calculated as a function of theF magnetization direction,
aF , using Eq.~2! for d50.044 and two values ofJin : Jin54JAF

~squares! andJin56.7JAF ~solid line!.
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plane of the sample. The energy stored in the AF is given
the sum of the spin canting and the domain wall energie

EAF522
JSCS

2

A
cos~2a1

SC!2
s

2
cos~a1

DW!,

where s is the 180° AF domain wall energy (s
54AAEXKAF, with AEX52uJAFuS2/c), and JSC is the spin
canting energy. Therefore, the EA energy per area is

EEA52
1

A
$2JSCS

2 cos~2a1
SC!22JinS@~11d!cos~a1

A2aF!

2~12d!cos~a1
B2aF!#%2

s

2
cos~a1

DW!. ~2!

Assuming that only the spin-canting angle in the first
terfacial AF plane,a1

SC, is nonzero, one can calculate th
spin-canting energy per area. This energy consists of th
terms: the exchange energy between AF spins in the inte
cial AF plane, (16uJAFuS2/A)(a1

SC)2; the exchange energ
between the spins in the interfacial plane and the seconi
52) plane, (4uJAFuS2/A)(a1

SC)2; and the magnetocrystallin
anisotropy energy (2kAF /A)(a1

SC)2. Adding these terms, we
obtain JSC'5uJAFu1(kAF/2S2). Retaining nonzero value
for both a1

SC and a2
SC and minimizing the coupling energ

with respect to a2
SC, we obtain JSC'

29
6 uJAFu

1(37kAF/72S2), where the terms of the orderkAF
2 /JAFS2

were neglected.
For small values ofa1

SC anda1
DW , each term in Eq.~2! is

expanded in a Taylor series with respect toa1
SC and a1

DW ,
and all terms of order higher than quadratic are neglec
with the exception of the largest cubic ter
(2JinS/A)a1

SC(a1
DW)2 sin(aF). Retaining of this term im-

proves the model for larger values ofa1
SC and a1

DW ; this
term may be approximated by a quadratic term

s

4 S 1

h
21D ~a1

DW!2,

where

h21511
b sin2~aF!

12g~11l!cos~aF!2b cos2~aF!
,

b54Jin
2 /JSCAs, g58d•S•Jin /As, and l5As/16JSCS

2.27

Minimizing the expanded and simplified Eq.~2! with respect
to a1

SC anda1
DW , we obtain an analytical expression for th

EA energy,

EEA~aF!5
1

A F4d•S•Jin cos~aF!

2
Jin

2

JSC
H 11gh cos~aF!

12g~h1l!cos~aF!2bh cos2~aF!J
3sin2~aF!G , ~3!

where small terms proportional tod2 were neglected. The
solid lines in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are given by Eq.~3! with the
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same parameters as those used in the numerical calcula
It is clear that the analytical expression given by Eq.~3! is in
an excellent agreement with the numerical results. IfJin and
d are large so that the condition of smalla1

SC anda1
DW is not

satisfied, Eq.~2! must be numerically minimized with re
spect toa1

SC anda1
DW in order to obtainEEA(aF).

The key parameter determining the magnitude of the
terms of a higher than uniaxial symmetry iss. Indeed, ifs is
large (s@4Jin

2 /JSCA), the expression in curly brackets i
Eq. ~3! tends to unity andEEA(aF) is described by a combi
nation of unidirectional and uniaxial terms. For the twinn
AF layer, the uniaxial terms cancel and one is left with
purely unidirectional EA. If, however,s is small, the higher
symmetry EA terms appear in Eq.~3!. Expanding Eq.~3! in
a Fourier series@EEA(aF)52(nKn cos(naF)#, we find that
for Jin! 1

2 AJSCAs, K3;d•S•Jin
3 /JSCAs, and K4;Jin

4 /
JSC

2 As.28 These expressions clarify the role of the partial A
domain wall (a1

DW!p) parallel to the AF/F interface in
determining the EA. Previously it was shown that a 180° A
domain wall results in the unidirectional EA proportional
s.29 It is clear from Eq.~3! that for a partial AF domain wall
the unidirectional EA is proportional toJin•d, while s deter-
mines the magnitude of the higher symmetry EA term
These terms determine such properties of the bilayer as
enhanced coercivity (K4) ~Ref. 9! and the asymmetric mag
netization reversal (K3).7 They also contribute to the com
plex angular dependence of the hysteresis loop shift
coercivity.30,31 SinceK3 /K4;JSC•d•S/Jin , K3 is expected
to dominate overK4 if the AF/F couplingJin is weak andd
is large. For roughness-induced uncompensated AF spin19

the odd symmetry EA terms are expected to be more se
tive to the AF/F interfacial roughness than the even symm
try terms.

The origin of the unusual threefold EA term may be e
plained by considering the expression of the EA due to
uncompensated AF spins: (4Jin•d•S/A)cos(aF2a1

A). For
large AF magnetocrystalline anisotropy,a1

A'0 for any value
of aF and the EA due to the uncompensated AF spins
purely unidirectional: (4Jin•d•S/A)cos(aF). For a smaller
AF anisotropy, a partial AF domain wall is formed, anda1

A

becomes a function ofaF . The resulting EA: (4Jin•d•S/
A)cos@aF2a1

A(aF)# is a complex function ofaF with higher
symmetry odd terms present.14,32

SinceK1;Jin•d andK4;Jin
4 /JSC

2 As, the data in Fig. 1~b!
enable us toseparatelydetermined andJin while the hyster-
esis loop shift only gives their product,Jin•d. The solid line
in Fig. 1~b! is the fit of the expressionE(aF)5@EEA(aF
1p/4)1EEA(aF2p/4)#/22K2 cos(2aF), with EEA(aF)
given by Eq.~2! to the experimental data, withJin , d, andK2
as fitting parameters. Inclusion of a phenomenologi
uniaxial anisotropy term K2 cos(2aF) with K2
520.056 erg/cm2 improves the fit to the experimental dat
As predicted by a recent theoretical study,33 the uniaxial an-
isotropy termK2 may originate from an inhomogeneous e
change coupling over the AF/F interface. The values ofd
50.044 andJin56.7JAF obtained from the fit are large
enough so that the conditionsa1

SC!1 anda1
DW!1 are not

satisfied, and Eq.~2! is used to fit the data instead of Eq.~3!.
0-3
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This fitting procedure with three fitting parameters~d, Jin ,
and K2) gives a better fit to the data than a phenome
logical expression E(aF)52K1 cos(aF)2K2 cos(2aF)
2K3 cos(3aF)2K4 cos(4aF) with four fitting parameters (K1 ,
K2 , K3 , andK4) as used in Ref. 7. This is because the lat
expression does not reproduce the sharp EA energy p
along the AF easy axes of the MnF2 twins. The origin of
these sharp peaks is the abrupt change of sign ofa1

DW as the
AF domain wall changes its chirality whenMF rotates
through the AF easy axis.15 This is clarified in Fig. 3~d!, that
shows the AF domain wall anglea1

DW calculated from Eq.
~2! as a function ofaF for d50.044 and two values ofJin :
Jin54JAF ~squares! and Jin56.7JAF ~solid line!. It is clear
from this figure that forJin54JAF , a1

DW continuously goes
through zero asMF passes the AF easy axis. However, f
J

J
s

i

.

ig
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O
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A
n
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Jin56.7JAF , a1
DW abruptly changes sign via an out-of-plan

rotation15 asMF passes the AF easy axis, resulting in sha
peaks of the EA energy.

An analytical model describing exchange anisotropy
AF/F bilayers with an epitaxial AF layer was developed. T
model explains the origin of the high symmetry exchan
anisotropy terms in AF/F bilayers as arising from a partia
AF domain wall parallel to the AF/F interface. Application
of the model to the experimental data analysis of excha
anisotropy in Fe/MnF2 bilayers allows one to separately d
termine the fraction of uncompensated interfacial spins in
AF layer and the interfacial exchange coupling energy
tween the AF andF spins.

This work was supported by the MRSEC, the U.S. DO
the NSF, and the Catalan DGR~2001SGR00189!.
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